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	Handbook on Quality and Standardisation in E-Learning, 9783540327875 (3540327878), Springer, 2006
The motivation to publish the Handbook for Quality and Standardisation in ELearning has its origin in numerous discussions during the last few years with colleagues from all over the world, in research projects, from universities or on policy level. They gave us the chance to learn that quality for e-learning on the one hand is of utmost importance and on the other hand is a field of great uncertainty. How to achieve high quality e-learning experiences is still subject to investigations and highly dependent on the context considered. During several voyages through the quality landscape we had the opportunity to look at successful models and learn from sophisticated strategies. The handbook is intended to be a travel diary in the best sense of the term. It covers the state-of-the-art of current burning questions and discussions around the field of quality in e-learning in order to help stakeholders in the e-learning scene in their every day quest for quality.

When you really get down to analysing it, the promises of e-learning often have yet to materialise. The question how e-learning can be successful becomes more urgent as we move from an ‘early adopter’ stage to a more general offering. In a global educational market, for e-learning it is critically important to gain understanding of quality in e-learning. Many different concepts and approaches have been developed so far for many different contexts and purposes. The Handbook on Quality and Standardisation in E-Learning provides a European and global perspective on these issues. It involves all important actors and draws a picture of the situation in quality development. The Handbook is directed to learners, professionals, researchers and policy makers in e-learning. It covers topics of a rather foundational nature in quality research, the description of quality approaches and instruments as well as experiences and best practises. It is structured into three main parts dealing with methods, standards and practical experiences.
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Visual Basic Game Programming For TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Get ready to create your first complete 2D-based role-playing game using Visual Basic 6.0. If you have experience using Visual Basic, you already have the essential skills that you need. You will learn, step by step, how to construct each part of an RPG game using DirectX components such as Direct3D. As you work your way through the book, you will...

		

Design Essentials for the Motion Media Artist: A Practical Guide to Principles & TechniquesFocal Press, 2010

	Master the fundamental concepts and techniques of motion media design so you can apply--and occasionally break--the rules to achieve your communication goals. This authoritative guide presents all of the design essentials in an engaging and inspiring way. Each principle is explained with text, illustration and photography where necessary. An...


		

Adobe Premiere Pro BibleVisual, 2003
The Adobe Premiere Pro Bible is for multimedia producers, Web designers, graphic designers, artists, filmmakers, and camcorder users—anyone interested in using his or her computer to create desktop video productions or to output desktop video to videotape, DVDs, or the Web. As you read through the Adobe Premiere Pro Bible, you’ll soon...




	

The Economics of Open Source Software DevelopmentElsevier Limited, 2006
Open Source Software (OSS) development appears to present a stark contrast to traditional production and innovation methods and an unlikely contestant in the marketplace. Some of the most striking features are that OSS development is based on contributions of volunteer programmers, that these programmers only associated with each other through...

		

Who's Afraid of AI?: Fear and Promise in the Age of Thinking MachinesThe Experiment, 2019

	
		A penetrating guide to artificial intelligence: what it is, what it does, and how it will change our lives

		

		At a breathtaking pace, artificial intelligence is getting better and faster at making complex decisions. AI can already identify malignant tumors on CT scans, give legal advice, out-bluff the best...



		

Assembly language programming for the Atari computers (A Byte book)McGraw-Hill, 1984

	Since you've picked this book up and started browsing through

	it, you probably own or have access to an ATARI computer and are

	interested in progressing beyond BASIC. As you already know, the

	ATARI computers are among the most impressive of all home computers,

	but many of their special features are not available from...
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